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The quality of the living environment can by evaluated by means of a variety of
parameters. Personal and property security in the context of natural hazards is an
important criteria. Considering the geographic situation of Lithuania and its
characteristics it is possible to identify threats, predict potential damages and evaluate
existing risks. Cartographic representation plays a central role in understanding
individual and integrated risk in a territory. A large amount of available geographic
information on extreme events and vulnerable objects as well as technological
possibilities create the conditions for building a flexible and dynamic risk evaluation
system necessary for the evaluation of the environment. In this paper, we propose a
cartographic information system that allows to predict the risk of extreme events for
various national institutions and at various levels of exhaustiveness. The results are
presented to the user in the form of risk density maps, assessment maps and synthetic
risk and threat maps.
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1. Introduction
Natural catastrophes are a growing threat in the modern world. Extreme events such
as storms, intense rain or large temperature variation between summer and winter have
also affected Lithuania during the last years, causing serious damage to urban and
agricultural environments. Moreover, damage caused by technological (e.g. fires in factories,
ships, etc.) and anthropogenic events (e.g. violence of football fans and economically
disappointed people) has to been taken into consideration. However, it should be noted that
differently developed countries attach different importance to the issue of risks and related
quality of the living environment. Some developed countries, like the United Kingdom, USA,
Japan, Norway, Sweden, Germany, and Australia have been making risk assessments for a
long time. Anyway, the focus is mostly on natural incidents, their pattern and forecast with
the biggest interest in the speed of the response and the assessment of damage.
In the last years the interest particularly in the risk grade assessment increased among
researchers of various fields. The usage of the latest technologies, especially geographic
information systems (GIS), provides a powerful analytical tool to analyze the risk
assessment in dynamic geographic systems. With GIS as an analytical and interactive tool
the results of the analysis are always relevant. For the extreme events and emergency
situation management, different GIS applications were developed in the last decades
(Carrara & Guzzetti, 1995; Cova, 1999). For example, Chung et al. (1995) provided a map for
areas where landslides occur. For this survey, the scientists used a GIS tool for multi criteria
regression methods based on statistics of previous landslides with regard to some spatial
data sets, agricultural, geological features, etc. With the help of GIS technologies, Granger et
al. (1998) created a risk-GIS system that was used for evaluating risks in a few areas of
Australia (Granger et al. 1999, 2001; Middelmann and Granger, 2000; Granger and
Michael-Leiba 2001; Jones et al., 2005). The main task of this system is to define if an area is
safe and the potential of earthquakes, landslides, floods and cyclones is low.
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In Lithuania, a lot of specific information about particular areas and dominant natural
and anthropogenic phenomena is available. This information about phenomena may be
presented for the public through the portal of geographic information. Constant updates of
the sufficient amount of data and broad internet access open the opportunities for building a
dynamic and modern technological system of risk evaluation through the web in Lithuania.
The aim of this study, carried out by the authors at Vilnius University in 2010 to 2012,
is to create a methodology for a complex risk evaluation system of natural, ecological,
technogenic and anthropological extreme events based on geostatistical methods and
up-to-date geographic and communication technologies. The purpose is to establish
conditions under which the use of GIS in the country could be useful for making decisions
related with risk management.
The following tasks were performed:
1.) To analyze the experience of other countries in developing risk evaluation
systems.
2.) To develop a concept and methodology for the evaluation cartographic
information system for the risk of extreme events (EREE).
3.) To adjust the mathematical and cartographic methods for the presentation of the
results of extreme risk events.
4.) To develop a methodology for the integration of databases and the Lithuanian
geographic information portal (www.geoportal.lt) in EREE.
5.) To develop a methodology and a dataset prototype for the EREE raster database.
6.) To practically implement the EREE cartographic information system and try out
how it works with different Lithuanian geographical data sets.
7.) To make a map prototype of the synthetic threats in the territory of Lithuania.

2. A cartographic system for EREE
Regarding the application of a geographical information infrastructure (GII) by the
realization of the EREE cartographic information system, various advantages can be
distinguished. First of all, in order to ensure the appropriate usability of this and other multi
criteria evaluation systems it is necessary to have the required up-to-date information and
to guarantee constant and continuous access to this data. It is compulsory that the data is
geographic data. Hence, only smart GII technologies can guarantee data access and
provision. Moreover, the EREE system must be accessible constantly from all types of
workstations regardless of the location or configuration (the operating system, software,
internet browser and etc.). Therefore, such a system must be available through the internet
and through the GII (Fig.1) portal.
The basis of the modern GII are GIS. The term of GIS is wide-ranging and covers quite
a big number of technologies and processes. Moreover, it is related with the design,
planning, management, transportation and analysis of other processes. In general, the term
geographic information system describes any information system, that offers functionalities
of data integration, storage, editing, analysis, share and visualization in order to facilitate
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decision making processes. Operating a GIS, the user has tools at hand to create geographic
information applications and interactive queries, for example: browse data by setting your
own parameters, spatial analysis, data editing and mapping the results of the whole analysis
process (Clarke 1986).

Figure 1. Features of the geographic information infrastructure used in the EREE system.

The basic geographic terms, methods, applications are used for GIS analysis
(Goodchild 2010). It is important that the basis of this system is a cartographic information
decision making system. One part of it is identical with GIS, but other parts are very unique
and have their own focus. Usually, in such kind of a system the set of modified analytical
tools is designed for mapping the results.
Figure 2 presents the position of the EREE cartographic information system in the GII
environment, where additional attention is given to the system of the risks. This kind of
system is the main data provider for the EREE cartographic information system. In the
following chapters we will present the methodology for developing databases of threats. In
addition, we will analyze the risk management systems, which mostly are designed for
planning the prevention works and the evaluation of extreme events.
In our opinion, the solution of cartographic results might be used for operating the
system. To summarize the activities related with civil security systems held in Europe, we
distinguish a hierarchy of three types of infrastructure (or systems):
1.) data collections and provision,
2.) evaluation of extreme events such as the EREE cartographic information system,
3.) response to extreme events and elimination of consequences.
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Figure 2. Position of the Cartographic Information System for EREE in GII

The second type of infrastructure (or system) cannot function without data collection
and provision systems, but the third type of can function independently from any other
infrastructure mentioned before. In order to reach the efficiency of quick response
functions, results should be taken into consideration for the evaluation of extreme events. It
should also be noticed that civil security infrastructure is an important topic in recent
research (Mazzetti et al. 2009). Such infrastructures should involve all the infrastructures (or
systems) mentioned by the authors.
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We would like to emphasize that there are independent civil security systems
developed in Lithuania, which solve particular types of problems. These kinds of systems
are not integrated and do not work cohesively.

3. A framework for risk evaluation
The whole Lithuania or parts of it face the impact of extreme events. The special
extents of the threats are defined by the databases of extreme events. Since these threats are
always areal, spatial databases will be further used for the map algebra calculation. For this
reason, a raster format has been chosen for the threats’ database. For each type of threat the
raster layers for the whole territory of Lithuania will be produced. Raster data will be
generated from squared cells (pixels), where the height and weight of each cell is equal to
100 meters.
First, for data production in a raster format, kernel density calculations or IDW
interpolation were performed depending on the input data type. Then, in order to unify the
different data scales, a reclassification is applied. For the values of the data sets or data
intervals, new values are given from the united model system. In all examples mentioned in
this paper, the range of values vary from 0 to 9 between each unit.
The weighted sum is calculated in each cell of the study area by the following formula
to find a value V:

where a is a value of the cells and k is a weight coefficient.
For the map of the synthetic treats in all Lithuanian territory, overlay analysis is the
most suitable method to integrate and evaluate different criteria from different resources
analyzing raster databases in order to know the distribution of the data in space.
The result of such an overlay analysis is a synthetic threats’ map compiled from
different maps of threats, which are generated from different data sources.
Development of such kind of maps requires many evaluation criteria and their
prioritization of a ratio of distributed social (anthropogenic, technological), natural and
ecological threats. The ratio between the mentioned threats might be proportional, or some
components might be singled out. To this end, the operation of the weighted overlay will be
performed in this paper according to formula (1).
At this point, it is important to define the coefficients k for each component and to
prioritize them. The distributional, statistical rate and intensity of each component are
already provided in the very data. Possible damage while rating the vulnerable objects,
operational area and zones of threats can be determined from another land cover data.
Prioritizing is possible while making calculation and gradually increasing the priority of the
components. Later, each component is changed by the coefficient k. The results are used for
the evaluation of parameters and influence in the accuracy of the model. The results are
compared with real historical extreme events.
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4. The methodology for the analysis of threats and risks by means of the
developed model
The implicit discourse of land maps must be analyzed in its political and social
dimension to understand how it intervenes and how it acts. Extreme events are important
when they present a threat to people, their property, infrastructure and environment.
Neither floods nor droughts would cause any damage in a territory, where no one lives and
where are no crops nor any other values. The evaluation of risk in such a case would be
low. If the same event would happen in a densely populated city, where many factories
exist, or in an intensive agriculture region, the risk would be high or even very high (Fig.3).

Figure 3. Dependence of risk on the scale of the threat and the strength of impact

Correct forecasts or decisions of evaluation are always based on the results of the
analysis of the surrounding environment. These results are closely related with the
components of sustainable development. The risk map is based on natural and social
activities and their variation over time. The model of the varying map might be constructed
depending on the huge and alternative number of controversial and time varying data in the
environment. The model builds upon methods of spatial data analysis (compulsory for such
problems). The figure below (Fig.4) shows the principal decision making scheme after the
evaluation by the designed map.
The scheme reveals that various geographic technologies and methodologies must be
used for the cartographic decision making systems and the EREE cartographic information
system analyzed by the authors.
The complete model for the risk map shown above has been developed with the help
of GIS software and on the basis of earlier research. Running this model results in a map of
the territory of Lithuania or any study area. The value of the risk depending on the threats'
intensity and vulnerable objects is visualized for each place in the map. A legend is
provided, where each combination of values is given certain intensity of a color.
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Figure 4. Decision making based on spatial data

Merging spatial and attributive data may lead to different combinations of threats and
vulnerable objects, thus revealing different risks such as:
1. No intensive threats and no strongly influenced vulnerable objects – lower risk.
2. Intensive threats, but no strongly influenced vulnerable objects and no intensive
threats and strongly influenced vulnerable objects – medium risk.
3. Intensive threats and strongly influenced farming lands – high risk.
In a first step, data flows from spatial data sources to the databases of extreme events
and vulnerable objects. Automation processes can be implemented in this part of the model,
e.g. for data conversion and input from paper archives. In order to maintain these databases,
an automatic infrastructure should be created, which can automatically update these two
different databases. The most suitable software transformation model for the data stored
from very different sources and in various data formats is ETL (extract-transform-load).
Further, threats calculation is applied, which combines all the threats into raster
databases. These, together with the model, have to be saved and prepared for the user’s
needs. This means that the user of the system must be able to choose the parameters of the
threats calculation. GIS software provides all necessary tools, which allow to retrieve one
model from another (Fig.5).

Figure 5. Linking of computational models of risks and threats
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The data created in the raster threats database and data of the vulnerable objects
database are overlaid in the risk calculation model. The result is a synthetic risk map. This
data can be published through the Lithuanian Spatial Information Portal (www.geoportal.lt)
as WFS, WMS and REST services. A more complex process is needed for the risk calculation
model as a spatial analysis service. Here, the parameters have to be defined to enable the
necessary change by the user. Allowing a change in a few or more parameters enables the
user to calculate the risk in various methods and compare results with each other or with a
standard model.
5. Cartographic outcomes: synthetic threat
The cartographic system for EREE with the methods described above is part of a
decision making process – hence it must offer outcomes. The main outcomes from the
cartographic system for EREE are maps. Depending on the input data, the system can
produce different synthetic maps (Fig.6).

Figure 6. Synthetic geological threat map of the territory of Lithuania

In a next step, raster layers of meteorological threats (Fig. 7) are derived from the data
collected in meteorological stations. In contrast to the geological extreme events,
the monitoring of meteorological extreme events depends on data from permanently
installed meteorological stations. In these cases, where the monitoring places are fixed,
an interpolation is used to get the values in transitional positions.
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Figure 7. Distribution of extreme cases of cold and rime.

Single threats maps (Fig. 7) are initial components for synthetic maps. For example, it
is possible to form synthetic maps of meteorological threats from single threats of cold,
rime, heat, hail, rain, freezing rain, blizzard, fog, frost, drought, snow, wind, tornado, etc.
The intensity of meteorological threats in Lithuania is distributed quite uniformly, unlike
the synthetic intensity of geological threats. The distribution allows recognizing and
defining regions. The data are summarized using generalization techniques and regions of
the calculated meteorological threats can be distinguished.
These new results allow us to define regions of the distribution of the general
synthetic threats in Lithuania, which are not very different from that of a synthetic
meteorological threat. (Fig.8).

Figure 8. Map of regions of synthetic threats to the territory of Lithuania.
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6. Implementation of the system
The EREE cartographic information system is designed to function within the
framework of the Geographic Information Portal of Lithuania (www.geoportal.lt; cf. Fig. 9).
This geoportal holds all the services by the defined functions. The basis of the EREE
cartographic information system is a hyper model built according to the methodology
described in this paper. This model is accessible through the portal for everyone who has
the right to access the data. The model displays the input parameters, and the user can
change them if necessary. Although this paper does not focus on initial data preparation
processes, these are necessary for testing scenarios.
The hyper model is based on single specific models for the threat calculation of
extreme events. In these models the researcher may change the algorithms of calculations or
add new models, while calculating the threats planned in the hyper model, or apply the
model for the calculation of other spatial events. The hyper model saves the intermediate
and final results in a raster data format. The portal’s tools allow publishing maps of threats
and calculated risks.

Figure 9. The cartographic information system of EREE in the Lithuanian Spatial Information Portal

The EREE cartographic information system provides, through the tools of the
Lithuanian Spatial Information Portal, data received from calculations. The system can
provide intermediate data; data on extreme threats’ events and cartographic aspects;
synthetic threats data and cartographic risk data and cartographic aspects. Data and its
cartographic aspects may be published in the portal in various ways that ensure the correct
interoperability (e.g. OGC, WMS, WFS or REST services) and in the network services
(Inspire Network Services) in compliance with the INSPIRE requirements (Fig. 10).
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Figure 10. Information publication for users in the cartographic information system for EREE.

1.) The complex evaluation of threats in a country is highly significant at all
governmental levels. Unfortunately, at the moment no country in the world has a
completely functioning evaluation system at its disposal. Geostatistical methods and recent
geographic information technologies allow to forecast threats; however, in order to be
efficiently used, they must be combined with smart cartographic representations.
2.) It is possible to develop a scientifically and technologically approved complex
information system for the evaluation of extreme risk events, which is based on synthetic
maps of threats.
3.) Innovative cartographic methodology was developed for the integral assessment
of extreme events. Based on this methodology, a spatial raster database prototype was built
and experimental results in form of synthetic threat maps were yielded for geological and
meteorological data.
4.) The model of the EREE cartographic information system includes geographic
information combined from different institutions on a real time basis. Such kind of a
cartographic information system motivates institutional collaboration and wider usage of
geographic information in the country in order to make important decisions in the most
appropriate way.
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